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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background 
Pipe networks are used to transport and distribute a variety of fluids. 
This report documents a computer program, FEAPS (Finite Element ~pplied to 
Pipe ~stems), written to·analyze water distribution systems. The method of 
analysis discussed has more general applicability to other piping and flow 
systems. 
The solution of the water distribution system problem becomes difficult 
due to the nonlinear constitutive equations relating the flow rate and 
head loss in each pipe. The finite element method considers each hydraulic 
component of the system as an element whose behavior is governed by an 
assumed linear relationship. Each element is one dimensional and has one 
degree of freedom at each node or joint. The set of simultaneous equations 
developed for the water distribution system is then solved in matrix form 
1 by the Cholesky square root method. The program then iterates the assumed 
linear coefficients until the correct solution is obtained. 
The above approach has previously been described but the program 
continued to evolve. This report describes the current (1982) version of 
the program, the input requirements and the output form. The principal 
changes from the original program are the internalization of the matrix 
solving routine, a bandwidth reduction routine and the addition of a pump 
element. 
~ornbeck, Robert W., "Numerical Methods," Quantum Publishers, Inc., 1975 
New York, NY. 
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The most important advantages of the finite element method are the 
speed of solution and the apparent lack of convergence problems. The 
program has been used for nearly a decade and every system analyzed has 
converged and a solution has been obtained. 
Other important advantages are the ability to include all .types of 
hydraulic elements in the an~lysis, the choice of flow-head loss relation-
ships, the lack of artificial loops (artificial loops are often included 
in loop methods to permit a solution to be obtained), and finally the 
relatively unlimited network size. 
1.2 Pump Element 
Water distribution systems typically incorporate supply and booster 
pumps. Analysis of such systems· can be achieved in a manner similar to 
systems composed solely of pipes. The pump element is stressed here for 
two reasons-
(i) The technique used for the pump element provides the logic 
and methodology for adding any element into a system under 
analysis (e.g., open channel, pressure reducing or regulating 
valves). 
(ii) The pump element is unique since it provides an energy gain in 
the direction of the flow instead of a head loss as with all other 
elements. This requires a special technique to incorporate a 
supply or booster pump into the computer program. 
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2. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION 
2.1 Pipe Network Analysis 
The following conditions are applicable to any pipe network. 
(i) The algebraic sum of flows (both internal pipe element flow 
and external input/output flow) at each joint is zero 
(Con~ervation of Mass). 
(ii) The energy or piezometric head at a joint is identical for the 
end of each pipe element connected at that joint. 
(iii) There is a known flow-head loss relationship for each pipe 
element (e.g. the nonlinear Hazen-Williams or Darcy-Weisbach 
equations). 
To apply the finite element method to a pipe network, each hydraulic 
element (i.e. a pipe) is assumed to have a linear relationship 
q = kh 
where q - element 
k = element coefficient 
h = head loss over element length 
An entire network can be defined by a set of simultaneous equations, 
expressed in matrix form; 
{Q} = [C] {H} 
where Q = net external flow at a joint 
C = element coefficient matrix 
H = piezometric head at a joint. 
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(1) 
(2) 
The following example explains how the system of linear equations and 
their matrices are formed. 
The net external flow at a joint (Q.) must equal the algebraic sum of 
J 
the pipe element flows (q ) to satisfy conservation of mass. For these p 
equations to hold true a·consistent sign notation must be adopted for both 
external inflow or outflow from a joint and the direction of element flow, 
to or away from a joint. The program formulation assumes external outflow 
from a joint to be positive and the element flow to be from the first joint 
defined towards the second joint defined. Thus, for the pipe network in 
Fig. 1, summation of flow at each joint gives the following set of 
equations. 
Ql = qa + qd (3a) 
Q2 = -qa + qb (3b) 
Q3 = -q + q + qf (3c) b c 
Q4 = -q - q + q -(3d) c d e 
Q = -q - q 5 e f (3e) 
In this example the magnitude of the piezometric head difference between 
joints is unknown. Also, each pipe element flow occurs twice in these 
equations, from a joint and to a joint. To be consistent, the first pipe 
element flow identified is considered positive and the second occurrence 
negative.· 
The head loss in each pipe element (h ) can be expressed as the p 
difference between the piezometric head of the joints at each end of the 
pipe element (H. 1 - H. 2). The assumed linear flow-head loss relationship . J J 
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700 gpm 
Pipe b 
Joint 2 
Pipe a 
Joint I Piped 
Piezometric 
Elevation 100 feet 
Unknown Inflow 
400 gpm 
Pipe c 
Joint 4 
Joint 5 
·Pipe e 
600 gpm 
Figure 1 Example Pipe Network 
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(q = kh) for each pipe element can be expressed inrerms of the joint 
piezometric heads which leads to the following set of equations for the 
individual pipe elements. 
q = k (Hl-H2) a a (4a) 
q = b ~ (H2-H3) (4b) 
qc = k (H3-H4) c (4c) 
qd = kd. (Hl-H4) (4d) 
qe = k (H4-H5) e (4e) 
qf = kf (H3-H5) (4f) 
Note that if the piezometric head of the second joint (second joint 
defined in pipe data input) in the above equations is larger than that 
of the first joint (first joint defined in pipe data input), the pipe 
flow is negative, indicating that the real flow is in the opposite direction 
of that assumed. 
Substituting the individual pipe element flows into the· Eqs. 3a-3e for 
the flow at each joint gives a new set of equations. 
Ql = ka(Hl-H2) + kd(Hl-H4) (Sa) 
Q2 = -ka(Hl-H2) + ~(H2-H3) (5b) 
Q3 = -~(H2-H3) + kc(H3-H4) + cf(H3-H5) (5c) 
Q4 = -k (H -H ) - kd(Hl-H4) + ce(H4-H5) c 3 4 (Sd) 
Q = -k (H -H ) 5 e 4 5 - kf(H3-H5) (Se) 
which can be written in block matrix form as follows. 
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Ql ka+kd -k 0 -k 0 Hl a d 
Q2 -k ka+~ a -~ 0 0 H2 
Q3 = 0 -~ ~+kc+kf -k -k H3 (6) c f 
Q4 -k 0 -k k +kd+k -k H4 d c c e e 
Qs 0 0 -k -k ke+kf Hs f e 
Using the network in Fig. 1 as an example, Q2, Q3, Q4, Q5 .and H1 are known 
values either from input (e.g. Q2 = 700 gpm) or by implicit conditions 
(e.g. Q4 = 0). The unknown quantities to be determined are Q1 , H2 , H3 , 
H4 and H5 • 
The matrix equation, {Q} = [c] • {H}, can be solved to determine the 
unknown quantities, mainly the joint peizometric heads~ Knowing the joint 
piezometric heads, the individual pipe element flow rates (q) can be 
calculated using the assumed linear relationship (Eqs. 4a-4f). The pipe 
element head loss at this flow rate can be calculated from a correct and 
proper nonlinear relationship (e.g. Hazen-Williams) and compared with the 
head loss indicated by the piezometric heads of the joints at each end of 
the pipe. If the solution is incorrect the assumed values of the pipe 
element coefficients (k) are varied until the correct solution is found. 
The solution procedure actually determines the piezometric heads at 
each joint (e.g. solves for the {H} vector). When a piezometric head at 
a particular joint is specified (e.g. standpipe or elevated tank), a 
special technique is utilized to maintain the specified piezometric head 
value. The piezometric head numerical value on the main diagonal of the 
coefficient matrix which corresponds to a specified piezometric head is 
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increased to lxl0100 • The matrix equation is balanced by increasing the 
d . fl 1 10100 . h 'f' d . . h d correspon ~ng ow to x t~mes t e spec~ ~e p~ezometr~c ea . This 
procedure "defines" the flow at all joints and allows for the solution of 
all piezometric heads. The flow at a joint which has the piezometric head 
defined is calculated after the general solution by summing pipe flows to 
the joint. 
In a matrix equation such as Eq. 6 the value of any one flow rate, Q., 
~ 
in the {Q} vector is the product of that row (i) in the element coefficient 
[c] matrix times the peizometric head {H} vector. The influence of any "C" 
coefficients off the main diagonal on the numerical value of "Q" is quite 
small. Hence the piezometric head "H" solved using the above technique 
is numerically identical to the specified piezometric head. 
Using this techniqu~, in the previous example the coefficients (ka+kd) 
in location (1,1) of the coefficient matrix would be replaced by lxlo100 
since H1 is specified. The first flow, Q1 , would be defined as H1 times 
1x10100 • ·The solved value for H1 would then be numerically identical to 
the specified head, H1. 
The inspection of the previous simple example shows that the coeffi-
cient matrix is banded, symmetric, and positive definite. This is always 
true for the coefficient matrix in this system. The Cholesky procedure1 ·· 
is quite efficient for solving this specific type of matrix problem. 
To reduce computer memory space required, only half of the symmetric 
matrix must be stored. The memory requirements can be reduced even further 
1 Hornbeck, Robert W., "Numerical Methods," Quantum Publishers, Inc., 1975, 
New York, h"Y. 
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using the fact that many of the matrix values are zero. The band width of 
a matrix is defined as the number of co-diagonals above which all values equal 
zero. By storing only those values within the band width, a large number 
of zero valued variables can be ignored. 
By reducing the band width, two favorable objectives can be achieved. 
First, less computer memory is required and larger networks can be solved. 
Second, the computer CPU time is reduced because the number of cycles 
that the Cholesky procedure must" perform is reduced. 
The band width of the coefficient matrix is equal to the maximi.Jm 
difference between end joint numbers of a pipe element. Reduction of the 
band width can thus be accomplished by reordering the joint numbers. The 
procedure can be explained by examining the following pipe network shown 
in Fig. 1. 
Joints 
Pipe From To Difference 
a 1 2 1 
b 2 3 1 
c 3 4 1 
d 4 5 1 
e 5 6 1 
f 6 1 5 
The maximum band width of this system is five. Since the size of the band 
width depends only on the difference between the end joint numbers, the 
band width can be reduced by making the numbers of the end joints closer 
to each other. Joint 1 moves numerically closer to joint 6 by-renaming it 
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joint 2. Joint 2 is then renamed joint 1. Likewise, joint 6 becomes 
joint 5, and joint 5 becomes joint 6. After the first cycle of adjusting 
the joint number, the pipe network appears as: 
Joints 
Pipe From To Difference 
a 2 1 1 
b 1 3 2 
c 3 4 1 
d 4 6 2 
e 6 5 1" 
f 5 2 3 
The new band width is three. The procedure is repeated until the band 
width is adequately reduced. 
The selection of the initial pipe element coefficient (k) value and 
2 the iterative corrections applied are similar to the original procedures 
and shown in Fig. 2. The initial value of a pipe coefficient (k1) is se-
lected to correspond to a Reynolds Number of 75000, a typical value for a 
practical problem. The pipe element flow (q1) is calculated from the 
Reynolds number relationship. 
where v = velocity 
A = cross-sectional area 
lJ = density 
p = density 
D = diameter 
75000 ~ 
pD 
2Collins, Anthony G., "Application of Finite Element Computer Program to 
Water Distribution Systems Analysis," Fritz Engineering Laboratory Report 
No. 394.1, May 1973. 
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Figure 2 Initial Value of Pipe Element Coefficient (k1) 
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The value of the pipe element head loss (h1) corresponding to this flow 
(q1) is then calculated from the Hazen-Williams flow-head loss relationship 
where L = length of pipe 
D = diameter of pipe 
L fCqHWl }1. 85 
hl = 4 . 71 D 4. 8 7 t 
CHW = Hazen-Williams pipe coefficient 
The pipe element coefficient for the assumed linear relationship is then 
found ~rom Eq. 1. 
and thus 
q = khl 1 
Once the initial matrix equation is established and solved, the 
solution must be checked to see if the solution to the linear set of 
equations is indeed the one corresponding to a system governed by the 
actual nonlinear flow-head loss relationship (e.g. Hazen-Williams). The 
allowable deviation between the head loss calculated by the matrix solution 
to the corresponding value from the Hazen-Williams equation can be 
specified for a particular case, thus taking into account the nature of 
the problem and the degree of precision required. 
If the matrix solution has not converged to the final solution then 
the values of the pipe element coefficients (k) must be adjusted. During 
the convergence checking procedure, the element flow (q ) for each pipe 
c 
element calculated from the assumed linear relationship and matrix solution 
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is used to determine the pipe element head loss (h ) from the Hazen-Williams 
c 
equation. A value of (k ) is defined as the slope of a c 
joining the origin to the point (h ,q ) . The corrected c c 
is taken to be one-third of the previous k value (kOLD) 
k . This method of iterating k is shown in Fig. 3. 
c 
2.2 Pump Analysis 
straight line 
value of k (~EW) 
and two-thirds of 
In the preceding discussion, an algorithm was described which reduces 
the set of nonlinear pipe element equations into a set of solvable linear 
approximations. A variation of this procedure can be used to convert the 
nonlinear pump relationship into a useable linear relationship. 
Initially the pump head-capacity relationship must be stored in the 
computer. The pump characteristic curve is represented by pump element 
head-flow (h-q) data points stored in an array. A piecewise linear 
"assumption" curve is used to approximate the pump element head:-flow 
(h-q) curve as shown in Fig. 4. The assumption curve is obtained by storing 
selected h-q data points and assuming a linear variation between the 
selected points. A linear.ization procedure is applied to the h-q curve 
in a manner similar to the approach that. was used for the pipe head-flow 
relationship described previously. However, a negative constant is 
obtained because an increase in q results in a decrease in head, i.e. 
q = kh, where k is a negative constant. Direct inclusion of a negative 
constant could decrease the main diagonal of the coefficient matrix to a 
point where the resulting matrix is no longer positive definite. Then the 
Cholesky decomposition algorithm would not be a valid method of solving the 
set of simultaneous equations. 
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Figure 4 Pump Element Head-Flow Curve 
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To circumvent the problem introduced by such negative coefficients, 
the following procedure is used. On the pump inlet pipe an artificial out-
flow is imposed which is the maximum flow that can occur through the pump, 
q (at h = 0 in Fig. 4). An artifical inflow of similar magnitude 
runaway 
is introduced on the pump outlet pipe as shown in Fig. 5. Thus, the flow 
through the whole system is unaffected except through the pump. Without 
the modification, the flow throug~ the pump is q. With the modification 
the net flow is 
qnet = qrunaway - q 
in the opposite direction. 
The system in its entirety is not affected by the introduction of the 
artificial flows because a head gain will occur across the pump elemenr 
in the actual direction of flow. 
A "modified assumption" curve is then defined for the pump element in 
terms of a head loss due to the net flow. Head losses at each net flow 
(q ) are equated to the head gain provided by the pump element in the 
net 
direction of the eq'uivalent system flow (q) without the artificial external 
flow. The "modified assumption" curve is found by subtracting each pump 
characteristic-curve flow data point [or system flow (q)] from the runaway 
flow (q ) and the head gain corresponding to that data point then 
.· runaway 
becomes the head loss corresponding to the net flow (q ). 
net 
A numerical example of this procedure can be seen by referring to 
Figures 4 and 6. At an actual pump element flow (q) of 800 gpm, the head 
gain is 15 feet. If the runaway flow (q ) of 1000 gpm is imposed 
runaway 
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Figure 5 Pump Element Flow Patterns 
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across the element in the opposite direction, the net flow (q ) is 
net 
200 gpm. The head gain of 15 feet is then paired, as a head loss, with ~he 
qnet = 200 gpm value. The computer program solves the water distribution 
system by considering the pump element as a pipe element with net flow 
(qnet) and corresponding head loss (h). 
-19-
~ . 
3. CONCLUSIONS 
3.1 Surmnary 
This report reviews the theoretical basis for the application of the 
finite element method to the solution of pipe systems and documents the 
program, FEAPS~ based on this procedure. The computational ability of the 
program has been greatly enhanced by the internalization at the matrix 
solving routine and the addition of a band width reduction routine. 
The siginficant advantages of this method of analysis over alternative 
procedures are; 
(1) speed of solution 
(2) la~k of convergence problems 
(3). the ability to completely represent all system elements. 
In particular, this report emphasizes the inclusion of a pump element into 
the program. The technique used in adding the pump element provides a 
framework for the inclusion of any other hydraulic element in a network. 
3.2 Future Work 
It is intended that the program will be enhanced in the future by the 
inclusion of the following system elements; 
(1) P:ressure regulating valves 
(2) Open channel sections 
(3) Minor loss sections (elbows, tees~ valves, etc.). 
-20-
APPENDIX A 
FEAPS USER MANUAL 
INTRODUCTION 
Figure 1 illustrates the method of network layout for FEAPS. Each joint 
and pipe is assigned a unique number. The numbers assigned may be in any 
order, which allows easy modification of the network by adding, deleting, or 
changing pipes and joints. For convenience it is suggested that the joint and 
pipe numbers be assigned sequentially. It is essential that each pipe has a 
unique pipe number. The same is true for the joint numbers. 
To minimize the computer storage used, the numbers assigned to the pipes 
should be kept small, preferably sequentially starting with 1. 
The program is currently dimensioned to solve a network consisting of 
about 100 pipes and 10 pumps. This is only an estimation as network connect-
tivity controls the required computer memory space. If additional memory is 
needed the program outputs the required Common Block size. The Common Block 
"Z", occurring in two locations in the program, should be dimensioned to the 
listed size. 
Every pipe in the network must be assigned a direction of flow. Flow 
direction is assume4 to be from the first pipe joint identified to the second 
pipe·joint identified. If the actual flow in the pipe is opposite the assigned 
direction, then th~ computer will show the flow for that pipe to be negative. 
DATA CARD FORMATS 
HEADING CARDS: 3 cards, FORMAT (8Al0) 
These cards are used to identify the particular problem being solved and 
any other information the user wishes to include. Three cards must be inserted 
but could be blank. 
SPECIFIC PROBLEM CARD: 1 card, FORMAT (7I5) 
This card sets the limits for the execution of the problem. The following 
data must be su·pplied in the following order on: one card. · 
Total number of pipes (a pump is not a pipe) 
Largest pipe identifier number 
Largest joint identifier number 
*Total number of joints with either inflow or outflow specified 
*Total number of joints with piezometric elevation specified 
Total number of joints with ground elevation specified (leave blank if no 
ground elevation. specified) 
Total number of pumps (leave blank if no pumps ·specified) 
*Note that ££ joint can have both inflow or outflow and piezometric elevation 
specified. 
ITERATION LIMIT CARD: 1 card, FORMAT (IlO,FlO.O) 
This card sets the iteration limits. The following data must be supplied 
in the following order on one card. 
Limit on number of iterations 
Iteration closure limit on piezometric head in feet 
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PIPE CARDS: 1 card per pipe, FORMAT (3Il0,3Fl0.0) 
One card is needed for each pipe in the water distribution system. If the 
diameter or Hazen-Williams coefficient is unchanged from one pipe to the next 
then the repeated value can be left blank and the preceding value will be assumed. 
The following data must be supplied in the following order on each card. 
Pipe number 
First joint number (From) 
Second joint number (To) 
Diameter in inches 
Length in feet 
Hazen-Williams coefficient 
PUMP CARDS: 3 cards per pump, Card 1; FORMAT (3Il0,4Fl0.0) 
Card 2; FORMAT (8Fl0.0) 
Card 3; FORMAT (8Fl0.0) 
The pump characteristic curve must be specified. A runaway flow (zero . 
head) and shutoff head (zero flow) must be included as 2 data points. Up to 8 
other data points can be included to define the characteristic curve. If all 
10 possible data points are not specified then blank cards must be used so that 
each pump has 3 cards associated with it. The following data must be supplied 
in the following order on the 3 cards. 
Card 1· 
' 
Pump number 
First joint number (From) l The pump flow direction 
Second joint number (To) J must be known and specified. 
Flow in gpm l I *First data· pair .. Corresponding head gain in feet __ · 
*Second data pair 
Card 2· 
' 
*Further data pairs 
Card 3· 
' 
*Further data pairs 
*The data points must be supplied in ascending order from zero flow. 
JOINT OUTFLOW/INFLOW CARD: 1 card per joint of-specified outflow/inflow, 
Outflow from a 
a negative outflow. 
on each card. 
Joint number 
FORMAT (IlO,FlO.O) 
joint is considered positive and hence inflow is defined as 
The following data must be supplied in the following order 
Outflow in gpm (inflow being negative). 
PIEZO~TRIC ELEVATION CARD: 1 card per joint of specified elevation, 
FORMAT (IlO,FlO.O) 
The piezometric elevation of a joint is only specified where a free water 
surface exists (e.g. service reservoir) or a pump is in operation. The piezo-
metric elevation can also be specified if a particular pressure is desired at 
a joint with or without inflow or outflow. If any of these cases exist then 
only the piezometric elevation of the joint can be (and should be) specified. 
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The outflow/inflow cannot be specified also. The following data must be 
supplied in the following order on each card. 
Joint number 
Piezometric elevation of joint in feet 
GROUND ELEVATION CARDS: 1 card per joint of specified elevation, 
FORMAT (IlO,FlO.O) 
The advantage of specifying a ground elevation at any or all 
that the pressure head is calculated and printed for the joints. 
ing data must be supplied in the following order on each card. 
Joint number 
Ground elevation of joint in feet 
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joints is 
The follow-
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APPENDIX B 
LIST OF VARIABLES 
Listed by subroutine (only listing previously undefined variables) 
PROGRAM START 
AMESS 
CU>SURE 
IRE AD 
IRFL 
ITER 
n~Ill 
LARGE 
NELEV 
NFI.DW 
NJOINTS 
NPACT 
NPIPES 
NPUMPS 
z 
- Array for storage of heading data 
- Maximum acceptable difference in piezometric head loss 
between the linear approximation result and the true value 
- Number of joints with a specified piezometric elevation 
- Summed memory requirements 
- Maximum number of iterations 
- Starting locations for variable dimensioned arrays 
- Larger value of largest joint number or largest pipe number 
- Number of joints with a specified ground elevation 
- Number of joints with either inflow or outflow specified 
- Largest joint identifier number 
- Number of pipes in system 
- Largest pipe identifier number 
- Number of pumps 
- Dummy variable in first location of blank common 
SUBROUTINE TWOO 
A(I) 
A(I,J) 
- Array for holding the computed flows for each pipe, the 
array is later overwritten by the A(I,J) array 
- Array composed of the c values such that Q=AxH, the 
matrix is stored as a banded symmetric matrix, only 
the upper banded area is stored, the pivot is the first 
element of each row. 
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A FLOW 
A LENGTH 
AMU 
AREA 
c 
CTURB(I) 
DIA 
DIAM 
ELEV 
EX 
FLOW 
H(I) 
HWC 
HWCON 
Il 
I2 
JDUMl 
JDUM2 
JOINT 
JOINTl(I) 
JOINTlA 
JOINT2 (I) 
JOINT2A 
- Inflow or outflow at a joint 
- Pipe length 
- Viscosity of water 
- Pipe cross-sectional area 
- Pipe and pump linear coefficient 
- Constant for turbulent flow in a pipe I, such that 
H(I)=Q(I)l.SS*CTURB(I) (Hazen-Williams) 
- Pipe diameter 
- Dummy pipe diameter 
- Joint ground elevation 
- Dummy joint ground elevation 
- The matrix which contains either the net flow into a joint 
or the specified elevation of the joint 
This array is used as a dummy array in Subroutine REDBW; 
it is later used to store the names of the joints which 
have a specified elevation 
- Dummy Hazen-Williams C value 
- Hazen-Williams C value 
- Additional memory parameter 
- Additional memory parameter 
- Dummy joint number 
- Dummy joint number 
- Joint number 
Originating joint of pipe I, it is the first endjoint 
given, the flow is assumed from JOINTl(I) to JOINT2(I) 
- Dummy JO INTl 
Terminating joint of pipe I 
- Dummy JOINT2 
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JS 
JSTOP 
JSWITCH (I) 
NBANDW 
p 
PHI 
Q(I) 
QTWO 
REN 
RHO 
XX 
- ·Dummy joint number 
- Error counter 
- New position of joint I after the bandwidth reduction, 
i.e., if joint 3 is named joint 7, then JSWITCH(3)=7 
- Number of diagonals which are to be used; it equals the 
number of codiagonals plus the main diagonal 
- Array for storage of pump data 
- Value of TT 
This array is the same as the flow array; the Q array is 
copied every cycle from the flow array and is then 
destroyed in the Cholesky procedure 
- Initial value of flow for a pipe assuming a Reynolds 
Number of 75000 
- General storage array to save values when an array is 
overwritten 
- Density of water 
- Dummy joint piezometric elevation 
SUBROUTINE REDBW 
IDIFF 
IDIST 
IJ 
INT 
IPIPE 
Jl,J2 
JlN, J2N 
- Absolute difference between two joint numbers at either 
end of a pipe 
- Adjustment to joint numbers 
- Dummy joint number 
- Maximum bandwidth desirable 
- Pipe with maximum bandwidth 
- Dummy joint numbers before adjustment 
- Dummy joint numbers after adjustment 
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MAX - Maximum difference between two joint numbers at either 
end of a pipe 
MIN - Storage location for MAX 
N - Cycle counter 
SUBROUTINE THREE 
AVAWE Particular array number being operated upon in Cholesky 
procedure 
B Absolute value of flow in a pipe with a particular 
hea.d loss DELTAH 
CHECK - Absolute value of the difference between the actual 
·(Hazen-Williams) head loss and the head loss computed 
from the assumed linear relationship for each pipe. 
CHECKH Head loss for p~pe calculated from the Hazen-Williams 
relationship 
DELTAH ·Head loss for pipe calculated from the matrix solved using 
the assumed linear pipe coefficients 
DIMSEV - Pipe coefficient based on head loss calculated from Hazen-
Williams relationship and flow calculated in matrix 
solution 
Til - Dummy storage of values of specified piezometric elevation 
II,IJ - Dummy joint number 
INDB - Cycle counter 
IROW - Row counter 
K - Counter 
NCDIAG,NDOWN, - Variables used in Cholesky procedure 
NIN ,NJ ,NPOS, 
NROW 
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SUBROUTINE PUMP 
AMAX 
II 
LL,LLL 
NPUMP 
Storage used in determination of increasing flows and 
decreasing heads in pump data 
- Identifier for entry to SUBROUTINE PUMP 
- Dummy joint number 
- Pump number 
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APPENDIX C 
FLOW CHARTS 
START 
READ/WRITE 
GENERAL NETWORK 
PARAMETERS 
CALCULATE INITIAL 
MEMORY 
REQUIREMENTS 
CALL 
SUBROUTINE 
TWOO 
Figure 1 (1 of 1) Hain Program 
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ENTER 
READ/WRITE 
ELEMENT 
DATA 
CALL 
SUBROUTINE 
REDBW 
YES CALL 
SUBROUTiNE 
PUMP 
Figure 2 (1 of 3) Subroutine TWOO 
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I 
SUM 
INPUT 
ERRORS 
CALCULATE 
BANDWIDTH 
YES 
YES 
READ/WRITE 
JOINT GROUND 
ELEVATIONS 
STOP 
Figure.2 (2 of 3) Subroutine TWOO 
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I 
I 
CALCULATE TOTAL 
MEMORY REQUIRED 
CALL 
SUBROUTINE 
THREE 
YES 
YES 
CALL 
SUBROUTINE 
PUMP 
WRITE TOTAL 
MEMORY 
REQUIRED 
Figure 2 (3 of 3) Subroutine TWOO 
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WRITE 
RESULTS 
RETURN 
. READ/WRITE 
PUMP 
DATA 
UPDATE 
FLOW 
ARRAY 
UPDATE 
PUMP 
COEFFICIENTS 
Figure 3 (1 of 1) Subroutine PUMP 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
l 
I 
8 
INITIAL BANDWIDTH 
MOVE TO EQUAL 
THIRD BANDWIDTH 
FIND ELEMENT 
WITH MAXIMUM 
BA.."lDWIDTH 
MANIPULATE 
ELEMENTS TO 
REDUCE BANDTJ.IDTH 
CHANGE 
ELEMENT 
IDENTIFICATION 
. YES 
Figure 4 (1 of 2) Subroutine REDBW 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
YES 
FIND ELEMENT 
WITH MAXIMUM 
BAND\HDTH 
RECORD LOCATION 
OF JOINTS 
BANDWIDTH MOVE 
EQUALS THIRD OF 
PREVIOUS MOVE 
YES 
Figure 4 (2 of 2) Subroutine REDBW 
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RETURN 
:1 
I 
' 0 
CREATE Q AND 
A ARRAYS 
MANIPULATE KNOWN 
PIEZOMETRIC 
ELEVATIONS 
~ 
- SOLVE MATRIX 
BY CHOLESKY 
DECOMPOSITION 
UPDATE 
PIPE 
ELEMENTS 
1 1 . 
I 
I 
YES 
Figure 5 (1 of 2) Subroutine THREE 
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·.~· 
-I 
I 
I NO 
CALL 
SUBROUTINE 
PUMP 
CALCULATE 
FINAL 
OUTPUT. 
WRITE 
RESULTS 
CALL 
SUBROUTINE 
PUMP 
Figure 5 (2 of 2) Subroutine THREE 
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•• 
•• 
1 
... 
•• 
•• 
•• 
APPENDIX D 
PROGRAM LISTING 
PROCRAH STARTIINPUToOUTPUT,TAPE7=INPUT0 TAPE6=0UTPUTJ 
CO~l10N ZC'51t101 
OlHEN~tON AHESSC8l 
WRITE C6oU 
WRITE (6,91 
REAO SPECIFIC PROBLEM ClRO 
00 1 1=1.3 
READ C7,fil" &HESS 
W~ITE 16 9 71 lHESS 
IIRITEC6,101 
P.EAD 17,21 NPACT,NPIPES,~JOINTS,NFLOW,IHEAD,NtLEV,NPUHPS 
WP.IT£ 16,31 NP~CT,NPIPES,NJOINTSoNFLOMoiHEAOoNELEVoNPUHPS 
lARCf=NPIPES+NPUHPS 
IF CNJOINTS.GT.LARGEI LARGE=NJOINTS 
~EAD ITERATION AND CLOSURE LlHITS 
· REAO C7,r.J ITER,CLOSURE 
IIRITf 1&,'51 ITER,CLOSURE 
CALCULATE INITIAL HEHORT REQUIREMENTS 
11=1 
IZ=Tl+l&RGE 
IJ=Tl+l&RGE 
Ir.=I3+LAR5E 
IS=IIt+LARGE 
16= I'S+L ARGE 
I7=I6+LAPGE 
Ia=I7+lARo;>E 
I'l=II!+LIRGE 
l10=I9+LARGE 
!11=I10+NPU~S•28 
IRFL=I11+1+LARGE 
••••••••o••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CAll TWOOO !NPIPES,NJOI~TS,ITER,ZCI11oZII21oZII31,Z!I~I,ZCI51,ZCI6 
11,ZII71,ZCISI,ZCI91olRFL,ClOSURE,NPACT,IH£AO,NFLOW,LARGE,NP~PSoZC 
ZI10I,NELEV,lCI11ll 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• 
2 FORMAT C16I51 
3 FOP.~AT h IIUHBEP OF PIPES+,3 1.;")C,+:+,I1Zo//,+ LARGEST PIPE NU11P.fP. Al 
1lOWII_Blf+, 21 Xo.•=•• I1~, llo• LARGEST JOINT NUH!'ER ALLOWABLE+,zox,+:+, 
ZI1Zoll,+ NU~~ER OF JOINTS WITH FLOW SPECIFIED+,1~X,+:+,I1Z 9 /I 0 + NU 
JHSER OF JOINTS WITH PIEZC~ETPIC HEAD SPEtiFIEO+o2Xo+:+,I1Zoll,+ NU 
~119ER OF JOINTS WITH GROUND ELEVATION SPECIFI£0+,2Xo•=+oi12,1/o+ NU 
'SH~ER OF PUI1PS+,3'SX,~+ol1Zol/////fl 
r. FOP.H~T CI10o7F10.0I 
5 FOP.HAT l• ITERAliON li"IT+,3'SX,•=••I1Z,/1+ ITERATION CONVERGENCE l 
1IHIT•,23X,+=+,F1Zo&o• FT +,/1111111 
6 FOR"AT (8A10J 
T FORMAT (1X,I!l101 
8 FOR~AT (1H1ol/1 
9 FORHAT C10X,• ~ATRIX- FINITE ELE~NT ANALTSIS OF WATER OISTRIBUTI 
10N SYSTF~S•I15Xo+P£~PITT£N 1qeo ANTHONY G. COLLINS AND BURT HOFF11A 
ZN•,/,ZU, •LEHIGH UNIY~RSITT, ~ETHL£1£14, PAo 18015+11/1 
111 FORHATI/11 
END 
SUBROUTINE TWOOO INPIPES,NJOINTS,ITER.FLOW.JOINT1,JOINT2,C.CTURB 9 J 
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• 1 
• 3 
. .. 
l 5 
• 6 
• 7 
a a 
• 9 
• 111 
A 1Z 
• 13 
• 11t 
• 15 
•. 16 
• 17 
• 18 
• 1') 
• 21 
• zz 
a Z3 
A Zit 
A Z5 
• 26 
• 27 
a ze 
• ;!9 
A 3!1 
• 31 
A 
A 
• 
A 
• A 
A 
• 
• 
• 
• 
A 
e 
36 
37 
38 
.. , 
52 
s:s 
51t 
'56 
sa-
1 
•• 
1SWITCH.H.REN.FLEVoiRFL 9 CLOSUPE 9 NPACT,IHEAD.NFLOWolA~~£.NPUHPS,PoNE 
ZLEV,AREU 
COHHON H'Sft10 I 
DII'IEN~IDN FLOWCLARG£1, JOINTtllAP.G£1 9 JOINTZILARG£1. Cll~PC£1, CTU 
1PBILARGEI, PENCLAR~E1o JSWITCHCLARGEio PCNPUHFSo1DoZio ~LF.VCLARGEI 
DII'IENSION Al&l, AP.EACLARCEI 
INTEGER HflARGEI 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••o••••••••• 
•• THIS SU~QOUTINE READS WATER DJSTRIBUTION SYSTEH INFORMATION 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••v••••••••••••• 
•• 
DIAM=O. 0 
HNC=D.O 
DO 1 I=lolARGE 
ELEVfii=CI.O 
1 CONTINUE 
JSTDP=O 
PHI=3.1ft16 
PHO=t.93 .. 
AI'IU=ZE-5 
DO 2 I=1,LA11CE 
JOINT11II=JCINTZCII=t 
cct1=CTOPBCIJ=.oaooooooaooaoot 
2 CONTINUE 
WRITE cr., 3U 
•• 
•• RE~D lN PIPE INFORHATIOM 
DO 7 L=1oNPACT 
DIAH=t'IIA 
HWC=HWCON 
READ (7,291 NPIPE,JDUH1,JOUH2,0I~oALENGTHoHWCON 
•• 
•• SET PIPE DIAMETER OR FRICTION CONSTANT [DUAL TO PREVIOUS VALUF. 
•• IF NOT SPECIFIED 
IF CDIA.LE.O.OODOD11 O~A=DIAH 
IF CHWCON.LE.D.OOOOD11 HWCON=HWC 
•• 
•• CHEr.K IF PIPE INFOR~ATICN REPEATED 
•• 
IF CJOINT1CNPIFE1.NE.t.OR.JOINT2CNPtPEloNE.11 WRITE C&,35l NPIPE 
IF l.U!INT1 C NPIPEI .NE.t. OR. JOINTZ C NP I PEl • NE.U JSTOP:JSTOP•l 
•• CALCULATE PIPE AREA 
AREAINPIPEJ:PHT/ft.0/1ftlt.O•DIA••z 
JOINT1A=JOI~~1lNPIPEl=JOCH1 
JOINTZA=JOINTZlNPIPEl=JOUHZ 
W~ITE r&,J91 NPIPE,JOINT1AoJOINTZAoOIA,ALENGTH,HNCON 
•• 
•• CHECK IF PIPE NUMBERED CORQECTLY 
IF CJO!NTtA.GT.O.ANO.JOINTZA.CT.Dl GO TO 3 
WRITE l&,ft31 NPIPE 
WRITE r&,ftftl 
JSTOP=JSTOP+t 
•• 
•• CHECK IF PIPE NUHOEREO CO~RECTLY 
3 If INPTPF.CT.OI GO TO ~ 
WRITE f6,ft31 NPIPE 
WRITE 16,:.51 
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s 
6 
7 
8 
'I 
111 
11 
12 
13 
11t 
15 
16 
17 
111 
1'J 
211 
21 
22 
23 
8 2ft 
25 
26 
. 27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
:Sit 
35 
36 
37 
8 38 
8 39 
8 411 
B Itt 
B 42 
B .. 3 
8 " 
.8 ft5 
B Ao6 
B ft7 
8 .. , 
8 ft'l 
B 'SO 
B. t;1 
B 52 
R t;3 
R 5 .. 
B St; 
s 1,;6 
e 57 
8 58 
8 59 
•• 
JSTOP:JSTnP+l 
GO TO 7 
•• CHECK IF JOINT NUHBER~t CORRECTlY 
~ IF CJCINT1A.LEoNJOINTS.ANO.JOINT2AoLE.NJOINTSt GO TO 5 
WRITE C6,1t6J 
JSTOP=JSTOP+1 
GO TO 7 
•• 
•• CHECK IF PIPF NUMREREO CORRECTLY 
5 IF fHPIPE.LE.NPIPESJ CO TO 6 
!oiVITf C6olt71 
JSTOP:JSTOP+1 
CO TO 7 
6 JOINT1CHPlPEl:JOINT1A 
JOINT2CNPIPEJ=JOINTZl 
•• 
•• CALCULATE INITIAL VALUES FOR THE PIPE 
CTU~eCNPIPE1=1D.6•ALENGTHIHWCON••t.851DIA••~.a7 
QTWO:tqQOOOO•~HI•DIA•A~UIRHO 
CCNPIPE1=1.QICTURBCKPIPEIIOTWO••O.a5 
7 CONTINUE 
IF CHPUHPS.LEoOJ GO TO a 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CALL PUHP CO,P,C,JOINT1,JOINT2,NPtPES,NPUHPS,NJCINTS.FlOW,LAPCE,JS 
1TOP,A,IH~6~,H,Q,REN 0 F. 
···················································~·········~·~········ a CONTINUE 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CAll R£09W ILARGE,NJOINTS,JSWITCH,JOINT1,JOINT2,H,RENJ 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
... 
•• READ IN THE FlOWS 
WRITE C~,lt~l NFLOM 
00 q I=1oNJOIHTS 
9 FLOWCli=O.O 
00 13 1=1• NFL OM 
•• 
•• READ JOINT OUTFlOW IHFORHATION 
READ C7olt~l JOINT,AFlON 
•• 
WRITE C6olt9J JOINT,AFlOM 
AFLOW:•AFlOW 
•• CHECK IF JOINT NUHBE~ED CORRECTLY 
IF CJOINT.LE.NJOINTSJ GO TO 10 
WRITE C6,51t 
JSTOP=JSTOP+1 
GO TO 13 
10 JS:JSWITCHCJOINT) 
•• 
•• CHECK If JOINT IS AN ACTIVE JOINT 
t:O 11 J=1oNPTPES 
IF CJOINT11Jl.EO.JS.OR.JOINT2CJt.EQeJS) GO TO 12 
11 CnNTTNUF.: 
WRITE' C6,3Q) 
JSTOP=JSTOP+1 
12 CONTINUE 
13 FlOWIJSt=AFlOW 
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8 60 
8 61 
8 6Z 
8 63 
8 fA 
R 65 
8 66 
8 67 
e 68 
8 69 
8 70 
8 71 
8 72 
9 73 
8 n 
8 n 
8 76 
9 77 
8 78 
8 79 
8 80 
8 111 
8 ez 
8 83 
B Sit 
8 86 
" 
87 
e aa 
8 89 
B 90· 
8 91 
8 9Z 
e 93 
8 91t 
e CJ5 
8 96 
8 97 
8 98 
8 99 
8 100 
B 101 
8 10Z 
8 103 
8 101t 
8 105 
8 106 
8 107 
8 108 
8 109 
8 Ut 
·e 111 
8 uz 
8 113 
8 111o 
8 115 
8 116 
8 117 
•• 
•• 
lit 
•• 
•• 
•• 
•• 
•• 
•• 
15 
16 
•• 
•• 
•• 
•• 
17 
•• 
•• 
•• 
•• 
18 
19 
20 
21 
•• 
•• 
22 
CHEC~ IF AT LEAST ONE PIEZ. HEAD IS SPECIFIED 
IF fJHEAOoNE.OI CO TO 14 
NQITF I 6. Itt! J 
J'STOP=JSTOP+1 
GO TO 22 
WQITE 16.501 IMEAD 
~EAD JOINT ELEVATION INFORHATIDN 
CO 17 I=loi~AD 
~EAD 17.1t21 JOTNToXX 
N~IT£ f6.~21 JOINToXX 
IJ=JSMITCHIJOINTJ 
CMEC~ IF JOINT IS AN ACTIVE JOINT 
DO 15 J=loNPTPES 
CHECK IF JOINT NUH8ERED CORPF.CTLT 
IF IJOINT1CJI.EQ.IJ.OR.JOINT21JioEO.tJI GO TO 16 
CONTINUF 
WPITE 16.36) 
JSTOP=JSTOP+l 
CONT"INUE 
CHEC~ !F JOINT NU~BERED CORRECTLY 
IF CJOINT.GT.NJOINTSI WRITE C6o51J 
IF CJOINT.GT.NJOINTSI JSTOP=JSTOP+1 
CHECK IF BOTH FLOW ANO PIEZ. MEAD A~ SPECIFIED • WARN • NO FLOW 
IF CJOINT.GT.NJOINTSI GO TO 17 
IF CFLOWliJI.NE.O.OI WRITE 16.411 
F'LOMITJI=XX 
HCII=JSWITCHCJOINTJ 
CONTINUE 
IF INF.LEV.EQ.OJ GO TO 21 
~EAD JOINT GROUND ELEVATION DATA 
NRITF. 16,311 NELEV 
.oo 20 I=t. NELEV 
READ 17.1t21 JOINT,EX 
WQITE 16.521 JOINTo£X 
JJ=JSVITCHCJOINTI 
CHECK IF JOINT IS ACTIVE 
DO 18 J:t,NPIPES 
IF IJOTNT1CJI.EQ.JJ.OR.JOINT2CJJ.EQ.JJI CO TO 19 
CONTINUE 
IIQITE (6o3&1 
JSTOP=JSTOP+l 
CONTINUE' 
El EV I JOIN Tl =EX 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
CALCULATF. TOTAL FRRORS IN DATA AND OUT PUT DATA DECK 
IF IJSTOP.EO.OI CO TO 26 
WRITF 1&.371 JSTOP 
STOP 
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B 118 
B U'J 
s 120 
8 121 
B 122 
B 1Z'! 
1! 124 
8 125 
B 126 
B 127 
9 128 
8 12'3 
130 
131 
132 
133 
13ft 
135 
136 
137 
ua 
139 
litO 
11t1 
11tZ 
11t3 
1io .. 
8 11t5 
8 11t6 
e 11t7 
8 148 
B 149 
B 150 
B 151 
B 152 
s 153 
B 151t 
e 155 
ll 156 
8 157 
B 158 
8 159 
9 160 
161 
162 
163 
16 .. 
165 
166 
167 
168 
169 
170 
171 
172 
173 
17 .. 
26 NBANOti:D 
•• 
•• CALCULATE ~ANOWtTH 
DO Z7 KL=1oLAQ':i£ 
IUIST=JABSCJOJNT1CKLJ-JOINT2fKLJt 
27 IF CIOIST.GT.NBANOWI NBANOW=IOIST 
NBANOti=NtiAN ON+ 1 
IF (NPUMPS.L£.01 GO TO 28 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CALL PUHP C1oP,C,JOINT1oJOINT2,NPIPES,NPUHPS,NJOINTS,FLOWoLARGE,JS 
1TOP,A,IH~AO,H,Q,R£N,FI 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
28 CONTINUE 
•• 
•• CALCULATE SIZE OF COHHON BLOCK Z 
I1=IRFL 
IZ=It+CNJO!NTS•NBANDWI 
JRFL=t2+LAI!GE+1 
JFCT~FL.GT.5~101 NRITEC6,531 IRFL 
IFCIRFL.GT.5~101 STOP 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
CALl THREE INPIPES, IHFA0 9 ITFR, NJOINTS ,FL CW,JOI NT1 ,JOINT2, NBANOW,C, 
1H,CTURB,CLOSU~E,ZCl1l,ZCIZioJSWITCH,REN,P,LARGE,NPUHPS,ELEV,AREA, 
1ZUUI 
.......................................................................... 
RETURN 
• 
29 FOR~AT C3I10o5F10.01 
30 FORHAT C+ THIS FLOW IS AT AN INACTIVE JOINT+//1 
~1 FORHAT C//,+ CROUNO ELEVATIONS FOR+oiSo+ JOINTS ARE SPECIFIED+,/// 
1,+ JOINT+,6X,tELEV. tFTI +1/l 
32 FOR~AT (//+ THE FOLLOWING IS A COPY OF YOUR DATA OECK+//t 
8 185 
e 11\& 
(I 187 
" 
181! 
" 
189 
8 190 
8 191 
8 192 
8 193 
8 191t 
8 196 
8 197 
8 198 
" 
201 
" 
206 
8 207 
8 209 
" 
210 
8 211 
8 21l' 
'33 FO~IUT (~4101 8 217 
3~ FORMAT UX,8A101 8 218 
35 FORHAT t• INFORMATION FOR PIPE •oi3,+ REPEATED •t 
36 FORH•T (+ THIS ELEVATION IS AT AN INACTIVE JOINT+t 
'37 FORMAT (+ THERE ARE•,ISo• ERRORS IN YOUR INPUT-- PROGRAM MILL STO 
1P•I 
38 FORHAT (//III,ZX,+PlPE+,5Xo7X,•JOINT+,9X,+PIPE+,13X,+PIPE+,13J,•FR 
11CTICN•I,+ NUHSER•,5X,5X,+NUMBERS+o8X,+DI•H•o12Xo+LENbTH+o13X,•FAC 
1TOR+//) 
3~ FORMAT t1H .I~o6XoifooZXoi6o1X,F10o2o6X•E15o8o6X,E12.5o2X,F9.2,,X,E 
+1Zo'il 
'0 FORMAT (+ YOU HAVE NOT SPECIFIED ANT ELEVATIONS, AT LEAST ONE "UST 
1 BE GIVEN+t 
'1 FORMAT (+ WARNING- FLOW AND SPECIFIED ELEVATION AT THE SAHE JOINT 
·1- FLOW I':iNORE~•I 
ltZ FOR'4AT tt10,F1Q~Ot 8 23U 
~3 FOP.'4AT t• PROeLEH WITH PIPE NUMBER +oi3t 
~~ FORMAT (+ ONE OF THE JOINT NUHeERS x OoO+J 
'5 FORMAT C+ PIPE NU~SER EQUALS ZERO•t 
~6 FOR~AT (+ ONE OF YOUR JOINTS IS TOO LARGE+J 
ItT FOQHAT C+ YOUR ~IPE NUHBER IS TOO LARGE+I 
~8 FORHAT Clllll• FLOWS FOR+,I5o• JOINTS ARE SPECIFIED C•VE IN,+VE DU 
1T)•II,7X,•JCJNT•o10X,•FlOV+I/t 
~~ FOI:IHAT 17X,I3,8Xof'10.3) 8 238 
50 FO~HAT IIIII• PIEZOHETAIC ~EADS FOR+oiSo+ JOINTS ARE SPECIFIED•,// 
1• JOINT+,6Xo•PIEZ. £LEV. tFTt+/1 
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51 FOQMIT C• JOINT NUHB£P EXCEEDS NUMBER OF JOINTS SPECIFIED•J 
52 FOPHAT C• •.I~olO~,E10o~J 
53 FORMAT C• ALLOCATED HE~ORT TOO SMALL o INC~EASE COHHON BLOCK 7 TO 
19oii!J 
£NO 
SUBROUTINE REDBW CLARGE,NJOINTS,JSWITCH,JOINT1,JOINTZ,H,~ENJ 
OI~ENSION JSWITCHCNJOINTSI, JOINTlCLARGEI, JOINT2CLA~GEJ 
INTEGER HINJOINTSI,RENCLAR~EJ 
•• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•• IN T~IS SUBROUTINE WE TRY TO REDUCE THE BANDWITH TO ~INIKIZE THE 
•• ~HOPY REQUIREMENTS, AND ALSO TO P.EDUCE THE TIHE PEOUIRED TO SOLVE 
•• THE EQUATIONS 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••Dee••••••••••••••••••• 
•• 
INT=l. 
•• 
•• 'NITIILIZE JSWITCH 
uO 1 I=1,NJOINTS 
1 JSWITCHCIJ=t 
N=1 
HAX=O 
•• 
•• FINO THE PIPE WITH THE HAXIHUK BANDWIDTH 
DO 3 t:1,LAPGE 
IOIFF=IABSIJOINT1liJ-JOINT2CIJJ 
IFCIDIFF.LE.KAXJ GO TO 3 
2 HAX=tOIFF 
IPIPE=I 
MIN=HIX 
3 CONTINUE 
It CONTIMUE 
•• 
n lF BANOWinTH EQUALS 3 PROCEDUPE STOPS, BANDWIDTH SH.ALL EttOUGH 
IF fHAX.LE.INTI GO TO ZD 
IDIST=FLOATIMAXI/INT 
IF CJOINT11IPIPEI.LE,JOINT2CIPIPEJI,GO TO & 
5 J1=JOINT1CIPIPEl 
J2=JOINT2 ClPIPEJ 
GO TO 7 
6 J1=JOtNT2CIPIPEJ 
J2=JOINT1 UPIPEI 
7 JlN=Jt•IDIST 
•• 
J2N=JZ+IOIST 
MAX:O 
•• VALUES UP TO THE LESSER OF THE ENDJOINTS REMAIN THE SAKE 
DO I! I=1oJ2 
e ~!Uzt 
•• 
•• VALUES BE~WEEN THE SMALLER JOINT AND THE JOINTS NEW POSITION ~OVE 
00 9 I=J2,J2N 
9 HCU=I-1 
•• 
•• VALUf'.$ BETWEEN THE TWO NEW JOINT POSITIONS PEMA I.N THE SA !'IE 
DO 10 I=J2N,J1N 
10 HCIJ=T 
•• VALUES BETWEEN THE NEM POSITION OF THE LAR~EP JOINT &NO THE OLD 
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8 Zlt3• 
c 1 
c z 
c 3 
c .. 
c 5 
c 6 
c 7 
c e 
c CJ 
c 111 
c 11 
c lZ 
c 13 
c lit 
c 15 
c 16 
c 17 
c 111 
c 19 
c 20 
c 21 
c . 23 
c Zit 
c 25 
c 26 
c 27 
c 2a 
c Z"! 
c 30 
c 31 
c 33 
c 31t 
c 3'5 
c 36 
c 37 
c 38 
c 3'1 
c ltD 
c lt1 
c lt2 
c lt3 
c .... 
c ItS 
c lt6 
·c Ct7 
c lt8 
c lt9 
c 50 
c 51 
c 52 
c 53 
•• 
•• 
11 
•• 
•• 
12 
•• 
•• 
•• 
•• 
•• 
•• 
13 
11t 
•• 
•• 
•• 
•• 
16 
•• 
•• 
•• 
17 
111 
20 
POSITION HOVE UP ONE 
DO 11 I=J1NoJ1 
HCIJ=t+1 
VALUES AeOVf THE LARGER JOINT RE"AIN THE SAME 
00 12 I=J1oNJOINTS 
HllJ=l 
SET VALUES Of NEW AND OLD JOINTS TO THEIR CORRECT VALUES 
HCJ2J:J2N 
HlJZNJ=JZN-1 
HlJU=J1N 
HlJ1NJ::J1N+1 
DO 11t I=t,LARGE 
RENUMBER PIP£ JOINTS 
IJ=JOYNT1 ttl 
JOINTt C U=H liJJ 
IJ=JOINTZCIJ 
JOINTZCil=HtiJJ 
FINO NEW ~AXI"IU" BANDWITH 
IDif~=IAB~lJOINT1CIJ-JOINT2CtJJ 
IfliOIFF.LE.HAXJ 50 TO 11t 
HAX=IDIFF 
IPIPE=I 
CONTINUE 
P.EHEHBER THE TRUE NU"BER Of EACH JOINT 
DO 15 I=t,NJOIHTS 
RENCI):JSW!TCKCIJ 
DO 16 I=1oHJOINTS 
JSWITCHCIJ HAS THE HEM POSITION OF JOINTCIJ 
IJ=~ENCU 
JSWITCHCIJ=HUJJ 
CHECK If THE BANO.WITH IS SHALL ENOUGH, IF NO IHPROVEHENT IN 9 
CYCLES GET OUT 
IflHAX.LE.HINl GO TO 1a 
HIH=HAX 
H=1 
GO TO It 
N=N+1 
IF (N.LEo'JI GO TO ~ 
INT=UIT"3• 
N=1 
GO TO It 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END SUSPOUTINF THREE CNPIPESolHEADoiTER,NJOINTS,FLOW,JOINT1oJOINT2oNAA 
1HOWoCoHoCTURBoCLOSUREoAoOoJSWITCHoRENoPoLARGEoNPUHPS,ELEVoA~A,F1 
CIME»SION FLOWCLARGFJ, JOINT1CLARGEJ, JOINTZCLARGEJ, CCLA~GEJ, CTU 
1R~ILARGEJ, JSWITCHINJCINTSJ OI~EHSION AINJOINTSoNBANOWJo QCNJOINTSJ. RENCLARGEJ, ELEYlLAR5El 
DIMENSION AREACLARGEJ 
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C Sit 
c 55 
c 56 
c 57 
c sa 
c 59 
c &0 
c 61 
c 62 
c 63 
c &It 
c 65 
.c 66 
c 67 
c r.a 
c &9 
c 70 
c 71 
c 72 
c 7'3 
c 71t 
c 75 
c 76 
c 77 
C T'J 
c 1111 
c 81 
c 82 
c 113 
c aft 
c as 
c 116 
c 117 
c 1111 
c 119 
C 'JD 
c 91 
c 92 
c 9.! 
c 95 
c 9& 
c 97 
C CJII 
c 1011 
c 101 
c 102 
c 103 
c 1.01t 
c 105-
0 1 
0 l 
0 .. 
0 5 
0 6 
•• 
INTEGER ~ILARCEI 
DI11EN~ION FllARGEI 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••w••••••••••••••e•••••••••••• 
•• THIS SUBPOUTINE SETS UP THE SI11UlTANEOUS EQUATIONS,SOlVES THE11 AN~ 
•• CORRECTS THE C VALUE 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•• 
•• 
•• ~TORE THE Q ARRAY TO BE USED IN THE NEXT ITERATION IN THE 
•• REN APRAY 
•• STORE THE FlOW IN EAC'H ELEMENT IN THE DECOMPOSED I ·ARPAY 
•• 
NElE11=NPIPES+NPUI1PS 
00 1 J=1oNJOINTS 
1 RENIJI=FlOWCJI 
•• 
DC U IK=1• ITER 
N=NJOINTS•NBANDW 
•• lOAD IN THE Q ARRAY FROI1 STORAGE 
DO 2 I=1,NJOINTS 
2 QCil=RENill 
DO 3 l'=1oN 
3 FHl=O.Q · 
•• 
•• 
•• 
•• 
•• 
•• 
•• 
•• 
•• 
•• 
7 
CREATE THE A ARRAY 
DO 5 I=t.NELE11 
LOAD THE ~IAGIONAl 
IJ=JOlHT2Ctt 
AltJ,1l=AitJ,1l+CCI) 
II=JOINT1 Ul 
A1Uo1 J=A I IIo1l+CCll 
IF IJOINT11IJ.GT.JOINT21IIt GO TO' 
LOAD THE VALUE INTO TH£ PROPER NON Pt~OT POSITION 
NXPOS=JOTNT21Il•JOINT1Cil+1 
Alft,NXPOSt=ACIIoNXPOSt•CCit 
·GO TO c; 
NXPOS=JOINT1Cll•JOINT21II+1 
ACJJ,NXPOSI=ACIJoNXPOSt-tClt 
CONTINUE 
DO 6 L= 1. I HEAD 
RE110VE 11E11BERS OF THE A 111TRIX WHICH CORRESPOND TO HCLJ 
IH=Hllt 
ACIH,U=1.E100 
QIIHI=CtiHl•1.E100 
IF IIK.GT.11 GO TO 8 
CHECK PIVOT TO SEE THAT EVERY JOINT HAS BEEN USED IT LEAST ONCE 
DO 7 T=1oNJOINTS 
IF IACI.1J.NE.Ot GO TO 7 
IHEAO=IHE'AD+1 
HIIHF.AOl=I 
FlOVCI I=Q U l=O. D 
ACI,11=1• 
CONTINUE 
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D l' 
tl 8 
D 9 
D u 
~ 11 
0 12 
D 13 
D 11t 
0 15 
0 16 
0 17 
D 18 
D 19 
'D 2a 
D 21 
D 22 
D 23 
D Zit 
0 25 
D 26 
D . 27 
D 28 
D 30 
D 31 
D U 
0 33 
0 3-\ 
0 35 
D 36 
0 37 
D 38 
0 39 
D ltD 
D .. 1 
D lt2 
0 lt3 
D ltlt 
D ItS 
D .. 6 
D ItT 
tl ItS 
D lt9 
D 50 
D 51 
D 52 
D 53 
D 51t 
D 55 
D· 56 
D 57 
D 58 
D 59 
D !iO 
D 61 
D 62 
D !i3 
II CONTINUE 
•• 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••o•••••••e•e•o•••v••••••••&••••• 
•• SOlVE THI! IUTIHX BY CHOLESICY•S SQUAI1E ROOT HETHOO 
NCOIA':i=N!UNDII-1 
NJ=HJOIHTS-1 
DO 12 NDOW-=t,NJ 
PIVOT: A CNROW, U 
~IVOT=SORTIPYVOT1 
DO q NIN=1,N9ANDII 
ACNROW,NYNJ=ACNROW,NINJ/PIVOT 
NROWfND=NCOYAG 
IF CCNROW+NCOYA~J.GT.NJOINTS1 NROWENO=NJOINTS-NROM 
DO 11 J:1,NROWENO 
IROM='NROW+J 
AVAlUE=AlN~OW,J+1l 
IF CAVALUE.EQ.OJ GO TO 11 
00 10 I=J,HCOIAG 
K=t-J+1 
10 AliROW,KJ=AliROW 0 K)-AVAlUE•AINROM,I+1J 
11 CONTINUE 
12 CONTINUE 
•• 
•• STARTSACK SUBSTITUTION OF LOWER DIAGONALS 
CO 13 NROW:t,NJ 
OCNROWJ=OINROWJ/ACNROW,1J 
NROWF.ND=NBANDW 
IF ClNP.OW+NtDYAGJ.GToNJClNTSJ NROWENO=NJDINTS-NROM+1 
00 13 NOOWN=2,NROWEN0 
NPOS:NROW+NOOWN-1 
13 QINPOSJ=OINPOSJ-ACNROW,NOOWNJ•QCNROW1 
•• 
•• START BACK SUBSTITUTICN OF UPPfR DIAGONALS 
OCNJOINTSJ=OINJOINTSJ/AINJOINTS,11 
00 1'3 l=1,NJ 
K=NJOJHTS-L 
SUI1=D.O 
NP.O'WfND:NCOilG 
IF ICIC+NCDIAGJ.GT.NJOINTSJ NROWEND=NJOINTS-IC 
DO 1~ J:t,NROWENO 
1~ SU11=SUH+AIIC,J+1J•QCJ+IC) 
15 QCKJ=CQCICJ-SU11J/ACIC,11 
•• 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•• CHfCK NUMBER OF ITERATIONS AND UPDATE THE C VALUE 
INDS:O 
DO 16 I=1,NPIPES 
II:JOINTH T1 
IJ=JOTNT2CU 
DElTAH:QCIIt-OIIJI 
FCIJ=CIIJ•OELTAH 
~:ABSIF(l)J 
DEL TAM=AAS I Cfl TAH) 
CHECKM=e••t.eS•CTURBCII 
CHECK=ABSCCM£CKH-OElTAH) 
IF CCHECKoLE.CLOSUREJ ~0 TO 16 
DI11SEY=B/CHECKH 
INOB=IN08+1 
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0 61o 
0 6'3 
D 6fl 
D 67 
0 611 
D 69 
0 70 
0 71 
0 72 
D 73 
D 7~ 
tl 7'5 
D 76 
0 77 
0. 711 
0 79 
0 80 
D 81 
D 82 
tl . 8l 
D lilt 
0 85 
D 116 
0 87 
0 811 
0 89 
D 90 
0 CJt 
D CJ2 
D 93 
D 94 
tl 9'5 
tl 96 
D 97 
D 91 
tl 99 
D 100 
D 101 
D 102 
tl 103 
D 101o 
0 105 
D 106 
D 107 
D 1011 
D 109 
D 1111 
0 111 
D 11Z 
0113 
D 116 
0 117 
D 111 
D 11'3 
D 1ZU 
D 1Z1 
16 
17 
CCIJ=CCCIJ+CZ.•OIMSEVJJ/~. 
CONTINUE 
00 17 I=1oNJOINTS 
RENUr=l"1.01fCIJ 
IF CNPU~P~.LE.OJ GO TO 3Z 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••o••••• 
CAll PUKP CZoP.CoJOINT1oJOINT2oNPIPESoNPU~PSoNJOINTS.Fl01folARCEoJS 
1TOPoAoiHEADoHo0oRENoFJ 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
32 IF CIN09.EQ.Ot GO TO 19 
1S CONTINUE 
IK=ITER 
19 WRITE 160 27) IK 
•• 
•• wqiTE OUT qESUlTS 
WRITE 16.28) 
00 ZZ I=1oNJOINTS 
SUK=D.O 
JOINT=JSNITCH I I I 
OD ZO J=1oNELE'M 
IF IJOINT11JJ.EO.JOINTJ SU"=SUM-FCJJ 
IF IJOINTZIJJ.EO.JOINTJ SUK=SU"+FCJJ 
20 CONTINUE 
•• 
IF COIJOtNTJ.EO.O.OJ GO TO 22 
IF CELEVCIJ.EQ.DJ GO TO 21 
•• CALCULATE PRESSURE 
PRF.S=CQIJOlNTl-ELEVIIJJ•o.~~35 
wqiTE 16,251 IoOCJOINTJ,PRES,ELEYCIJ,SUM 
GO TO 22 
21 WRITE C6o26J IoOCJOINTioSU" 
22 CONTINUE 
WRIT£ C6o291 
00 23 I=1oNPIPf$ 
IF CJOINT11It.EO.JOINT21III GO TO 23 
•• 
•• CALCULATE VELOCITY 
VEL=F II l I AREA II) /~loS. 8 
WPITE 16.301 IoFCIIoVEL 
23 CONTIMUE 
IF INPUMPS.LE.DJ CO TO Zit 
........................................................................ 
CALL PUMP 13oPoCoJOINT1oJOINT2oNPIPES.NPU~PS.NJOINTSoFLONolAPGEoJS 
1TOPoAoiHEAO,H,OoPEN,F) ' 
·································································~······ Zit CONTINUE 
WRITE 16.~11 
• 
25 Foq"AT C19X,IIt,1DX,E12.5.1DX.E1Z.5o10XoE12.5o1DX,F10.~J 
26 FOQ"AT C19Xoi~o1DXoE1Z.5,S~X,F1D.lJ 
27 FO~HAT 1111• NUH~ER OF CYCLES =••l'J 
28 FORMAT IIIII//,20X,•JOINT•.9Xo•PIEZ. HEAD CFT1+o7X,•PRESSURE CPSII 
1•o6X,•GRNO £l£V fFT)t,8Xo•NET OUTFLOW IGPKJ./) 
29 FOR"A T 111111/,ZOXo •P IPE+ o1 OX • •FLOW IGPK I• ,1DX,tVELOCI TY 1~-"T /SECJ tl J 
30 Foq"AT C19Xolloo1DXoE1Z.5o10XoE12.5J 
31 FOR"AT 11111/J 
END 
SUB~UTtNE PUMP CII,PoCoJOINT1oJOINTZ,NPTPES,NPUMPS~NJOINTSoFLOWol 
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0 122 
0 123 
0 121o 
0 125 
0 127 
0 128 
0 130 
0 131 
0 132 
0 133 
0 13' 
0 135 
0 136 
0 137 
0 138 
., 139 
0 1~0 
0 11o1 
0 11o' 
0 11t5 
0 11t.6 
0 147 
0 1,8 
D 1~9 
0 150 
0 151· 
0 152 
0 153 
., 151o 
tl 155 
0 156 
D 157 
0 158 
0 161 
tl 162 
0 163 
0 161t 
tl 166 
0 167 
0 168 
0 169 
0 170 
0 171 
0 176 
0 177 
0 178o 
E 1 
•• 
1A~GEoJSTOP,AoJHEAO,HoO,R£N,F1 
OI~EN~ICN PCNPUHPS,1D,Zit CCLARGEJ, JOINT1CLARGFlo JOINTlCLaqGEJo 
1FLONCLA~GEJ, ACNJOINTS,ZJ, HCNJOIHTSJ, QINJOJHTS1o RE~INJOINTSI 
OIHENSION FClAR~E1 
•• THIS SUBROUTINE REAOS THE PUHP INFORMATION, DOES THE PUKP ELEHENT 
•• CALCULATIONS AND WRITES THE PUHP ~ESULTS 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
•• 
•• 
IF CII.EO.D1 GO TO 1 
IF Clt.E0.11 GO TO 5 
GO TO 16 
•• READ IN THE PUHP DATA 
1 WP:TE 16,251 NPU~PS 
DO It I=loHPUHPS 
00 Z J=1ol0 
2 PIIoJo1J=PlloJoZJ=O.O 
PEAD C7,261 NPUHP,JDUH1oJDUH2,ClPIIoloJJoJ=1oZJol21o1DJ 
NJ=NPTPES+I 
JOINT1CNJ1: JCUHl 
JOINTZINJI=JDUI'Z 
WRITF (6,321 I,JOINT1CNJ1oJOINTZlNJ1oiiPIIoJoK1oJ=1olD1oK=1,2J 
IF (JOJNT1CNJI.LE.NJDINTS.AND.JOINTZCNJioLE.NJOINTS1 GO TO 3 
WRITE 16,311 
JSTOP:JSTOP +1 
3 CONTIMUE 
It CONTINUE 
Rt:TURN 
• 
•• 
•• FINO THE HAXIHUH FlON 
5 CONTINUE 
00 15 t=t,NPU11PS 
NJ:NPIPES+l 
00 6 J=1.111 
.IF IPlioJo11.EO.Pli,J,211 GO TO 7 
6 CONTINUE 
J=1D 
7 N=J-1 
•• 
PCio10o11=Pci,No11 
N=N/2 
CINJ1=PIIoNo11/PlloNo21 
IF 1Pl!o1oZioEO.O.OJ PU.olo21=1·DEo6 
Ll=JOINTtCNJ1 
llL=JOI'NTZ I NJJ 
FLOWCLL1=FLOWClL1-PlTo10o1J 
FLOMClLLI=FLOWClLLt+PCio10o11 
•• IF l HEAD EXSISTS AT A JOINT RESTORE THE FlOW VALUE TO ITS 
•• ORIS I NAL ·CONDITt ON 
00 II J=1,IHEAD 
IF ILL.EO.HCJ11 FlOWILl1=FLOWCLli•Pilo10o11 
I~ ILL.EO.HCJ11 FLOWILLL1=FLOWCLLL1-Pllo1Do1J 
II CONTINUE 
-IF ILL.NE.CJCJ'!99.ANDollleNEo9'!9991 GO TO 9 
WRITE C&,301 
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E 
E 
E 5 
E 6 
E 7 
E I 
E 9 
E 10 
E 11 
E 12 
E 13 
E 111 
E 15 
E 16 
E 17 
E 18 
£ 19 
E 20 
£ 21 
E 22 
E 2! 
E Zit 
E Z5 
£ 26 
£ 27 
E 28 
E 29 
E 30 
E 31 
E 32 
E 33 
E 311 
E 35 
E 36 
E 37 
E 311 
E 39 
E 110 
E ltl 
E 1t2 
E lt3 
E ltlt 
E ItS 
E ltfo 
E lt7 
E ltll 
£ lt9 
E ·50 
E 51 
E 52 
E 53 
£ Sit 
E 55 
£ 56 
E 57 
E 51 
•• 
... 
11 
•• 
•• 
12 
13 
1'5 
•• 
•• 
•• 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
•• 
•• 
2Z 
23 
•• 
JSTOP=JSTOP+1 
CHECK TO SEE THAT THE FLOWS INCREASE 
AMAX=-1.0 
00 1D J::t.N 
IF lPli.Jo11oLE.AHAX1 GO TO 11 
AMAIC=PCI,J,U 
GO TO 12 
WlliTE C &, 28 I 
JSTOP=JSTOP+1 
CHEr.K TO SEF THAT HEADS DECREASE 
AHU=1E99 
00 13 J=1.N 
IF lPCI,JoZI.GEoA"AXI GO TO 1~ 
AMAX=PC ItJo 21 
GO TO 15 
.)IP.ITF' cr., 291 
JSTOP=JSTO'P+l 
CONTI'HUE 
RETURM 
ITERATE· TO OBTAIN NEW PUMP C VALUES 
CONTINUE 
00 22 I=1oNPU11PS 
NJ=NPTPES•I 
LL=JOINTt CNJI 
lll=JOINTZ ( NJ1 
OELTAH:OCLLLl-Ofll) 
FCNJI=PCio10o11-ClNJl•tELTAH 
IF lCFLTAH.LF.O.Ot GO TO 20 
IF lOELTAH,GT.Pfio1o2U GO TO Zl 
DO l7 J=1o10 
IF (flNJ1-Pli,J,111 18o19,17 
CONTI'HUE 
DELTAH=Pli,J,Z1•CCPli,Jo11-FCNJ11•CPCI,J-1,21-Pli,J,211/CPCI,J,11• 
tPct,J-1,11 I 1 
IF CDELTAH.LT.1.~1 OELTAH=t.O 
ClNJI=ClNJt•.~+.&•CP(I,10,11-FCNJ11lnELTAH 
GO TO Z2 
ClNJ1=CCNJI•.~O+.&O•lP(I,10,11-PIIoJ9 111/DELTAH 
GO TO 22 
IF Clt.E0.31 WRITE l6,3't I 
ClNJI=.~•CC NJ1 
GO TO %Z 
IF Cit.E0.31 WRITE (6 9 331 I 
IF HEAD TOO LAqG£ W~ HAVE NO FLOW 
FCNJ1:C(NJ1•0ELTAH 
c c NJ1 =· r.•c r NJH .r.•P n .10,111oEL TAM 
CONTINUE 
00 23 I=1tiHEAO 
LL=IH t1 
IF CRENCLL1.NE.FLOWCLL11 RENCLLI=FLOMClll 
CONTINUE 
IF CII.N£.3t RETURN 
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E 59 
E 60 
E 61 
E &Z 
£ 63 
E 611 
E 65 
E 66 
E 67 
E &8 
E &9 
E 7~ 
£ 71 
E 72 
E 73 
E 7ft 
E 75 
E 7& 
E 77 
E 78 
E 79 
£ eo 
E 81 
E ez 
£ 33 
E 811 
E 85 
£ 156 
E 87 
E 815 
E 90 
E 91 
E 92 
E 9~ 
E 95 
E 96 
E 97 
E 99 
E 100 
E 101 
r 102 
E 103 
E 10~ 
E 105 
E 10& 
E 107 
E 109 
E 110 
E 111 
E 112 
E 113 
E 11' 
E 115 
E 116 
•• 
• 
Z9 
30 
31 
32 
33 
35 
W~ITE OUT RESULTS 
WRIT£ C6,ZTI 
DO 2~ I=t,NPUHPS 
WRITE 16,35) I,FCI+WPIPESI 
CONTINUE 
RETURN 
FOPMAT 1111• PU~P CHARACT~RISTICS AR£ SUPPLIED FOR •,IS,• P~PS•I 
FORMAT C3I1D.~F10.0,/,eFtO.O,I,8F10oOI 
FORMAT 1//////,ZO~,•PU~P•,10J,•FLOWICPMI•II 
FORMAT I• PPOGRAM WILL STOP- EACH FLOW MUST !E POSITIVE AND GQEATE 
1R THAN T~~ PREVIOUS VALUE•) 
FORMAT C• PROGRAM WILL STOP- EACH HEAD MUST eE LESS THAN THE PREVI 
10US VALUE•) 
FORMAT C• ONE OF THE JOINTS IS UNOEFINED•I 
Ft~HAT c• ONE OF THE JOINT NUHAERS IS TOO LARCE•I 
FO~HAT 1111• PUHP•,tS,• FLOW FROM JOINT•,t5,• TO JOI~T•,IS,/1,• FL 
10W•,tOFtO.O,/,• HEAC•,1DF10.0) 
FORH'T C• PQ08LEH WITH PUHP•,I5t• -THE PUMP IS ~DERSIZFD AND 
1DCES NOT ~AVE A LARGE ENOUGH HF.AO CAPACIT~•) 
FOnHAT I• PPC8LEM WITH PUHP•,IS,• -THE PUMP IS UNDERSIZED AND CA 
1N NOT HANULE THE FLOW- NCTWORK INACCURATE•I 
FORMAT IZDX,I3,9X,Ft0.31 
END 
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E 117 
E 118 
£ 119 
E 1Z1 
F 1ZZ 
E 1Z3 
E 1Z5 
E1~ 
E 1~0-
